
Houseplants are a great way to bring an extra bit of life into your home.

They infuse your day to day living with the super-grounding element of

Earth, and bring the spirits of nature into your home. 

Many houseplants, just like garden plants, have correspondences to

Deities, planets and elements. This is alongside the many medicinal or

magical properties that we all know bring that extra spark to your witchy

work!

By choosing your houseplants wisely,  you can make sure that you always

have greenery on hand, year round, to add to your spell work, kitchen

witchery and medicinals. Over the following pages I will introduce you to

5 easy to care for plants that grow really well indoors. 
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Gender: Masculine

Planet: Mercury

Element: Air

Deities: Laka, Puck

Powers: Invisibility, Rain Making, Protection, Luck,

Exorcism, Eternal Youth

Uses: Plant by doors for protection. Throw dried fern

leaves into a fire, or burn in a candle flame to drive away

evil spirits, or to bring rain. Carry or wear fern to discover

treasures! Plant in Fairy gardens.

Ferns

Maidenhair FernAsparagus FernBoston Fern
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Gender: Feminine

Planet: Venus

Element: Water

Deities: Aphrodite

Powers: Protection, Enhances Spirituality

Uses: Plant by doors for protection. Use it to decorate your

altar to deepen your connection to Spirit. Purple flowers

correspond with the 3rd eye so hold/sit near it when

meditating to increase your visions. Plant in a fairy

garden to protect against their mischief!

african violet
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Holy basil (tulsi)

Gender: Masculine

Planet: Mars

Element: Fire

Deities: Vishnu, Erzulie

Powers: Protection, Love, Wealth, Flying, Calming

Uses: Tulsi embodies all the traits of regular Basil, but is

extra useful! It makes a wonderfully healing tea and it

can be used (when dried) as an alternative to Sage for

smudging. The tea calms and soothes both inflammation

and moods. It is a great herb for love spells. It is said that

witches would drink Basil juice before flying!
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aloe vera

Gender: Feminine

Planet: Moon

Element: Water

Deities: Luna

Powers: Protection, Luck, Healing

Uses: Break a leaf and apply the gel that oozes out to skin

problems such as wounds or burns. Plant in windows or

hang near doors to protect from evil influences and to

attract good luck. You can also dab the aloe gel onto the

base of a green candle for use in healing spells. 
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jasmine

Gender: Feminine

Planet: Moon

Element: Water

Deities: Vishnu

Powers: Love, Wealth, Prophecy

Uses: Jasmine flowers are possibly the ultimate flower for

love spells! Dry the flowers and add them to sachets,

soaps or candles. Burning Jasmine flowers or essential oil

can cause prophetic dreams. The scent of jasmine in the

bedroom brings peaceful sleep. Add a pressed flower to

your purse to attract wealth. 


